HP Helps Businesses Provide Immersive Experience to Customers with HP VantagePoint

Large-scale, touch-enabled wall provides interactive customer experiences

New York, Jan. 16, 2012 – HP today unveiled a large-scale, touch-enabled wall of digital signage displays that offers customers an immersive experience through videos, local and online applications, and live web and broadcast feeds. (1)

It is the latest addition to HP’s immersive display portfolio, which includes the HP Photon Engine, a solution for creating vivid 2-D and 3-D applications for visualizing enterprise data.

The 132-inch-diagonal multiuser HP VantagePoint is an ultra-high resolution interactive wall that supports up to 32 simultaneous touch points. HP VantagePoint creates new ways for businesses to engage customers through specialized applications or to improve back-office operations through touch-interactive decision support collaboration.

HP VantagePoint has applications for a range of industries, including executive briefing centers, showrooms, retail, financial services, automotive, airline, consumer packaged goods and government.

Fortune 1000 companies and other enterprises are seeking to deploy large-surface interactive displays for enterprise data visualization and decision support, as well as for brand management and corporate communications applications like customer briefing centers and customer-facing product display applications. Large interactive display surfaces are also increasingly important for sports and entertainment venues, where vivid, larger-than-life experiences are required.

“HP is a pioneer in immersive technologies that enhance the way people communicate, collaborate, socialize and entertain,” said Carlos Montalvo, vice president, Innovation Program Office, HP. “With HP VantagePoint, we have developed a virtual display featuring a 40.5-square-foot application canvas that transforms the way businesses...
engage with customers.”

HP VantagePoint systems and solutions will be sold and deployed in the North American market through a network of HP-certified partners who can assist companies in designing complete, custom-made digital signage built on HP’s industry-leading hardware, services and expertise.

The HP partner community for HP VantagePoint includes world-class value-added resellers (VARs) for deployments and services and independent software developers (ISVs) to develop tailored solutions for customers. HP’s certified VARs for HP VantagePoint are Diversified Media Group, Diversified Systems, F2B Services and MicroTech. Certified ISVs are Aniden, Design Reactor and Wire Stone.

**Customer-driven innovation**

Based on its 30-year history in touch innovation, HP developed HP VantagePoint through collaboration with customers that include American Airlines, DreamWorks Animation, Edelman and the San Francisco 49ers. These early adopters utilized earlier versions of the product to provide feedback from their customer deployments that helped drive the final design.

“Our relationship with HP has been tremendous,” said Al Guido, vice president of Sales at Legends Premium Sales, seller of premier seating at the future San Francisco 49ers stadium in Santa Clara, Calif. “The HP VantagePoint touch wall in our preview sales center creates a ‘wow’ factor. It allows us to showcase our inventory and the new Santa Clara stadium in a unique visual demonstration that has undoubtedly helped our sales efforts.”

HP also worked closely with Total Immersion to adapt its patented augmented reality (AR) software D’Fusion® and make it available exclusively on HP VantagePoint. The combination of D’Fusion and HP VantagePoint delivers the industry’s first multitouch wall capable of creating photo-real, high-definition AR applications. The collaboration with Total Immersion also expands the HP VantagePoint developer network through Total Immersion’s community of certified developers.

“Total Immersion has been a pioneer in developing AR solutions for over 13 years, always innovating to offer the most natural human-machine interactions and the first to provide markerless AR,” said Bruno Uzzan, co-founder and chief executive officer, Total Immersion. “HP VantagePoint
is an ideal platform to showcase immersive and engaging AR applications on a digital signage canvas, and we are thrilled to collaborate with HP to bring this solution to market.”

**High-performance design**
Composed of six HP LD4730G 47-inch Ultra-Micro Bezel displays, HP VantagePoint is an 11-foot-wide by 7-foot-high “touch wall” that employs an infrared-based touch technology to sense onscreen interaction. The wall is powered by a high-performance **HP Z800 Workstation**, which handles video and image processing. An **HP Pavilion Slimline PC** controls the audio volume and color contrast.

Content can be accessed through cable and satellite feeds, as well as downloaded and streaming content from the web or DVR and DVD devices. Better-than-high-definition resolution is delivered to the wall through a 100-percent-digital signal.

HP VantagePoint is based on the Windows 7 application framework, and developers can build enterprise applications using a wide range of programming tools, including JavaScript, Flash, C++, C# and Microsoft® Presentation Framework.

HP VantagePoint is designed using commercial-grade components that require minimal setup and maintenance, making it accessible for the mass enterprise market. Through a co-innovation relationship with Corning, HP VantagePoint uses scratch-resistant and durable Corning® Gorilla® Glass in its touch displays, making it ideal for use in high-traffic areas, such as corporate lobbies and retail and sports venues.

**Pricing and availability**
HP VantagePoint is currently available in the United States and Canada, with a suggested retail price of $125,000. Ordering information is available at [www.hp.com/go/vantagepoint](http://www.hp.com/go/vantagepoint).

**About HP**
HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact on people, businesses, governments and society. The world’s largest technology company, HP brings together a portfolio that spans **printing**, **personal computing**, **software**, **services** and **IT infrastructure** to solve customer problems. More information about HP (NYSE: HPQ) is available

(1) Internet access required and sold separately.
(2) Estimated U.S. street prices. Actual prices may vary.
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